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Gold coated magnetic nanoparticles (Au@MNPs) have become increasingly interesting to nanomaterial scientists due to their multifunctional properties and their potential in both analytical chemistry and nanomedicine. The past decade has seen significant progress in the synthesis and surface functionalization of Au@MNPs. This progress is based on advances in the preparation and characterization of iron/iron oxide nanocrystals with the required surface functional groups. In this critical review, we summarize recent developments in the methods of preparing Au@MNPs, surface functionalization and their application in analytical sensing and biomedicine. We highlight some of the remaining major challenges, as well as the lessons learnt when working with Au@MNPs.

1. Introduction

Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) have attracted increasing interest in analytical sensing and nanomedicine in the past two decades. This is because magnetic nanomaterials interact with magnetic fields and field gradients. The interaction of MNPs with magnetic fields means that: (1) the position of MNPs in space can be controlled with the use of magnets which is important in analytical chemistry, for example in preconcentration, separation, capture of analytes and in sensors for detection; (2) fluctuating magnetic fields can be used to heat particles for use in nanomedicine and (3) the magnetic properties of MNPs will also influence magnetic fields for use as contrast agents in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Despite the enormous potential of MNPs, these materials are not ideal with regards to being active elements in sensing applications which is why they have most often been used as capture/preconcentration elements in a sensing system as distinct from being the sensor itself. This is because the low electrical conductivity and limited optical properties compromises the ability of MNPs to be the transducing element of a sensor. Another challenge facing the use of MNPs in sensing is as a result of MNPs having a large surface area to volume ratio and low surface charge at neutral pH, dispersions of these particles typically have low stability with the MNPs tending to aggregate when dispersed in solvents. Such aggregation can be reduced with appropriate surface chemistry, which is also vital for sensing applications. However, the surfaces of most magnetic materials are not highly compatible with well-defined surface chemistry such as the alkanethiol system. Gold coating of the MNPs addresses all the above mentioned challenges including conductivity, optical properties (localized surface plasmon resonance and surface enhanced Raman scattering), biocompatibility, bioaffinity through functionalization of amine/thiol terminal groups and chemical stability by protecting the magnetic core from aggregation, oxidation and corrosion.

Gold coated magnetic nanoparticles (Au@MNPs) have been recognized and applied in analytical chemistry mostly for bio-separation and the development of electrochemical and optical sensors. Applications of Au@MNPs in biomedicine, including magnetic resonance imaging contrast agents, targeted drug delivery, as well as downstream processing have also been explored. The reason that Au@MNPs can be used for so many applications is because they are highly versatile; the optical and magnetic properties of the particles can be tuned and tailored to applications by changing their size, gold shell thickness, shape, charge, and surface modification.

Almost two decades have passed since the first reports on the synthesis of Au@MNPs, but challenges still remain in different aspects of working with this category of nanoparticle. The first challenge is how to efficiently prepare highly monodisperse iron or iron oxide nanocrystals. This requires the nanoparticles to be made with precise control of particle size...
and magnetic properties. The greater challenge is how to effectively coat the core with a smooth, complete and tuneable gold shell. The most common methods are to coat magnetic nanoparticles by directly depositing gold onto the core surface or by using a chelating material between the core and gold shell.

The properties of Au@MNs make overcoming these challenges worthwhile and the last few years have seen considerably progress in the synthesis and application of Au@MNs. In this review, synthetic procedures, surface modification, and the analytical and biomedical applications of Au@MNs are discussed. The first part focuses on the synthetic routes of iron oxide nanocrystals and the formation of the gold shell obtained either by direct deposition, or by using an initial ‘glue material’ on the magnetic cores. Following this, the functionalization of the Au@MNs surface is presented. The next section discusses the analytical and biomedical applications of Au@MNs, followed by a discussion on the cytotoxicity of these particles.

2. Synthesis of Au@MNs

The synthesis of Au@MNs involves two key processes, the iron or iron oxide core synthesis and the subsequent gold coating. In this section we will review the key solution techniques that have been developed in the preparation of magnetic cores followed by discussion of the main procedures to gold coat the magnetic cores.

2.1. Synthesis of magnetic nanoparticles

The current synthetic routes for fabricating MNPs have become intensively investigated and they can be prepared by thermal decomposition, co-precipitation, micro-emulsion, and solvothermal/hydrothermal synthesis. A major chemical challenge involved in the synthesis of iron and iron oxide nanoparticles is defining reproducible experimental conditions that will produce nanoparticles with narrow size distribution for the desired size and that present good magnetic properties.

The thermal decomposition methods of organometallic compounds and metal–surfactant complexes are commonly used in the synthesis of iron based nanoparticles due to the method producing monodisperse and highly crystalline NPs. A principle example of this technique is in the formation of iron nanoparticles by Peng et al. (Fig. 1a) which utilizes iron pentacarbonyl and oleylamine as precursor and capping agent respectively to produce particles with a diameter less than 10 nm and a narrow size distribution. In this one-pot reaction, a crystalline Fe₃O₄ shell is formed around the metallic cores upon exposure to air, offering a robust protection and dispersion stability to the nanoparticles. Although the thermal decomposition method is favourable due to excellent control of size and nanoparticle morphology, high and scaleable yield, the drawback is that the subsequent particles are only dispersible in organic solvents, and additional surface modification is required to allow for solubility in an aqueous phase for bio-applications.

An alternative synthesis which forms iron oxide nanoparticles in an aqueous phase is co-precipitation, whereby nanoparticles are either precipitated from a basic aqueous solution of ferric and ferrous salts, or ferrous hydroxide suspensions are partially oxidised using oxidising agents. A pioneering example implementing this method was performed by Sugimoto et al. using iron(ii) sulphate (FeSO₄) and potassium hydroxide (KOH) in the presence of nitrate ions (this being the oxidant), the resulting particles are presented in Fig. 1b. This method has opened the pathway to produce iron oxide nanoparticles in a robust manner with strong magnetic abilities. One advantage of this method is the capability to produce large quantities of magnetic nanoparticles in a short time. Additionally, it is possible to obtain nanoparticles with different sizes and shapes by adjusting the pH, ionic strength and concentration of growth solution. One challenge of the co-precipitation method is that the produced MNPs tend to agglomerate in aqueous and physiological environment. Our group has developed a solution to this challenge by immobilizing a positively charged polymer, polyethyleneimine, onto particles surface during the synthesis. The polymer not only prevents particles aggregation but also allowed the anchoring of gold seeds for subsequent gold shell growth.

A third technique is the use of a microemulsion. This technique has been widely employed to synthesize MNPs because it yields nanoparticles within a narrow size distribution and it is possible to obtain spherical and cubic particles. There are two different approaches, one is the water-in-oil microemulsion, and the other is oil-in-water microemulsion.

A successful example implementing this technique to synthesize iron MNPs has been achieved by Guo et al. who used a system containing an iron dioctyl sulfo succinate sodium salt complex, sodium borohydride (reducing agent), and trioctyl phosphate oxide (capping agent). The materials assembled into reverse micelles due to the addition of xylene, water, and pyridine, which allowed for the diffusion of molecules and the subsequent formation of nanoparticles. The microemulsion method is a good option to precisely control the size, monodispersity and shape of the MNPs although it is not as simple as say the co-precipitation method to implement.

Finally, sol–gel methods can be used to synthesize spherical magnetite particles with a narrow size distribution. The key
advantage of sol-gel methods is the obtaining of nanoparticles with high purity and compositional homogeneity at moderate temperature and using simple laboratory equipments. A drawback of this method is the toxic reagents which are often employed, for example propylene oxide.\(^{51}\)

2.2. Gold coating

Gold shell can be formed directly or indirectly onto the magnetic core. In the direct methods the Au shell is formed directly on the core surface (Fig. 2). While in the indirect methods, a “glue material” is used between core and Au shell.

2.2.1. Direct gold coating. Direct gold coating onto cores can be achieved using magnetite particles that are in aqueous or organic phase. For particles that are in aqueous solution the most common procedures reduce Au\(^{3+}\) by using reducing agents such as sodium citrate and sodium borohydride.

The attachment of gold atoms to make a shell using the sodium citrate reduction of gold chloride is one of the simplest and most used methods. In this procedure, the Au layer is prepared by mixing the magnetic nanoparticles with boiling gold chloride aqueous solution, and under vigorous stirring the sodium citrate solution is introduced.\(^{27,52–54}\) In addition to acting as the reducing agent, sodium citrate also provides a citrate surface capping to the final Au@MNPs, which maintains nanoparticle stability and prevents aggregation. The formation of the Au shell is indicated by a solution colour change from brownish to burgundy.\(^{55–58}\)

Using the hot citrate reduction technique, it is possible to obtain particles with a thin gold shell that are well dispersed and stable in water in a short reaction time. However, if the experimental conditions such as the MNPs/gold precursor ratio and concentration of reducing agent are not precisely selected, separated gold nanoparticles may be produced rather than forming a shell due to the high temperature reaction. Another drawback related to this method is that if the reaction solution is not under vigorous stirring, then agglomerates of MNPs might be coated instead of single MNP cores.

When the magnetic core nanoparticles are made in an organic phase they often have an oleic acid and oleylamine surface capping agent.\(^{59,60}\) The gold shell can either be formed onto the capping agent, or this ligand is removed from the MNP surface and the shell is formed directly onto the cores. In work reported by Sun and co-workers, a gold shell is formed on iron oxide nanoparticle coated with oleic acid and oleylamine by reduction of gold chloride in a chloroform solution containing oleylamine at room temperature.\(^{60}\) The oleylamine has two roles, firstly as mild reducing agent and secondly as a capping agent. The synthesized Au@MNPs are dispersed in a non-polar solvent, and with the aim of obtaining a thicker gold shell, the Au@MNPs were transferred to water by mixing them with sodium citrate and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide. After which, gold chloride was reduced using ascorbic acid in the presence of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide in order to increase the shell thickness.\(^{60}\) This method resulted in fully gold coated particles with a good control of gold shell thicknesses and smoothness.

In a different procedure reported by Wang et al., gold acetate was used as precursor and oleylamine as reducing agent.\(^{59}\) The initial iron oxide seeds had a surface capping consisting of both oleic acid and oleylamine, and were dispersed in phenyl ether. The gold acetate was reduced at elevated temperature (\(\sim\)190 °C), which leads to a thermally activated desorption of the capping agent (oleic acid and oleylamine) from the iron oxide cores (Fig. 3), allowing the gold shell to form directly onto the iron oxide nanoparticle surface.\(^{59}\) Once the Au@MNPs have been produced, the particles are then re-encapsulated by the same capping agents. The advantage of this method is the production of gold shell with controllable surface capping properties (thermally activated desorption and adsorption of the capping layer). The final product is a mixture of fully coated Au@MNPs, partially gold coated and uncoated MNPs which could be separated using centrifugation to obtain the Au@MNPs from MNPs.

The reverse micelle method is also commonly used to form gold shells directly onto magnetic core. In most cases cetyltrimethylammonium bromide, octane and 1-butanol are used as surfactant, oil phase and co-surfactant, respectively.\(^{61–65}\) In these methods gold chloride is used as a precursor and sodium borohydride as a reducing agent.\(^{64}\) Cho et al. showed that the gold shell obtained using this technique grows by nucleating from small particles at selected sites on the magnetic core surface before developing the shell structure.\(^{66}\) The gold chloride is reduced to Au, which initiates a nanoscaled seed Au nanoparticles forming on the magnetic cores. Following this, the small colloidal particles of Au attached to the core template the growth of an Au overlayer. The thickness of the shell can be tuned by using different amounts of the gold precursor.\(^{66}\) The reverse micelle procedure is a good alternative to obtain tuneable gold shells, however there are several washing steps involved and stabilizing treatments may be required.

2.2.2. Indirect gold coating. Au@MNPs obtained by indirect gold coating are characterized by having a “glue layer” between
the magnetic core and the outer gold shell. The choice and preparation of the "glue layer" is a key issue in order to obtain Au@MNPs with multifunctional properties. The "glue layer" must fully coat the magnetic cores to guarantee chemical and physical stability; and should also have many binding groups with the ability to chelate metal ions in order to promote gold shell growth. There are several materials or a combination of materials that can be used as "glue layer".

Gao and co-workers developed the use of poly-L-histidine as the glue material. The iron oxide nanoparticles used in this work had an oleic acid capping and were dispersed in chloroform. To enable the nanoparticles to become water dispersible, they were modified the surface with an amphiphilic polymer, phospholipid-polyethylene glycol terminated with a carboxylic acid. The poly-L-histidine was then adsorbed onto the amphiphilic polymer via electrostatic interactions. During the final step, gold chloride is reduced onto the chelating agent with hydroxylamine forming the gold shell. One advantage of this method is the formation of a gap between the core and the shell due to the oleic acid, phospholipid and polypeptide capping. As a result of the gap, thin and smooth gold nanoshells form on the polypeptide rather than directly on core nanoparticles surface, resulting in monodisperse Au@MNPs (Fig. 4). Another advantage is that the gold shell thickness can be readily tuned by changing the amount of gold ions. The synthesis does involve many washing steps, which may cause loss of particles during the process.

In a study by Hu et al., a cross-linked polymer poly(cyclo-triphosphazene-co-4,4′-sulfonyldiphenol) (PZS) was used as the glue material. The PZS layer was formed onto the magnetic cores (which were synthesized by heating salts in polyalcohols) by polymerization of hexachloro-cyclotriphosphazene and 4,4′-sulfonyldiphenol. Next, gold seeds were adsorbed on the PZS by reduction of HAuCl₄ by NaBH₄. Subsequently, the seed-mediated growth of the Au nanoshell was achieved via hot reduction of HAuCl₄ using sodium citrate as reducing agent. PZS is a good candidate as a glue material due to its strong metal coordination capability. In addition, the PZS shell thickness can be tuned by varying the mass ratio of the magnetic cores to the PZS precursors. The PZS coatings agglomerates of MNPs rather than single particles, which may produce polydisperse Au@MNPs. Additionally, although a gold seed-mediated growth of gold was used, the final Au@MNPs obtained using this method are not fully coated with gold, leaving PZS exposed areas.

Goon et al. reported the use of the polymer polyethyleneimine as a glue layer. The positively charged polymer was immobilized onto the negatively charged iron oxide nanoparticles obtained using Sugimoto’s method by electrostatic interactions. The polymer allowed the controlled attachment of negatively charged Au nanoparticles seeds. The polymer coating is then repeated with the seed-polymer-iron oxide nanoparticles; and finally the gold shell was grown around the nanoparticles by iterative reduction of gold chloride using hydroxylamine as a reducing agent. The advantage of this procedure is that a thick gold shell is obtained, guaranteeing the Au@MNPs inherent electrical conductivity and chemical stability. However, as result of the iterative gold reduction rather polydispersed Au@MNPs are obtained.

Silica has been successfully used in core–shell nanoparticles synthesis. Diaz and co-workers reported the formation of a gold shell on silica and a combination of three polyelectrolytes as glue layer. Firstly, the magnetic cores, which were obtained by co-precipitation, were coated with a silica shell through the sol–gel process based on the hydrolysis of tetraethyl orthosilicate. Secondly, three layers of positively charged polyelectrolytes were formed on the silica-magnetic nanoparticles, ensuring the nanoparticles a smoother and more uniform surface. The gold shell was formed by molecular self-assembly of negative charged Au seeds and subsequent colloidal Au growth using HAuCl₄ and ascorbic acid as the reducing agent. The final gold shell produced by this process was 30 nm thick. This work yielded particles with a complete gold coating and a tunable plasmon resonance in the visible-near-infrared range. One drawback with this method is the low saturation magnetization of the Au@MNPs as result of the diamagnetic contribution of the thick silica shell surrounding the magnetic cores.

2.2.3. Challenges in gold coating. One of the biggest challenges in gold coating is to ensure that the nanoparticles are fully coated and do not expose iron or iron oxide, as well as ensuring that single magnetic cores are coated rather than small aggregates of cores. The second challenge is to precisely control the thickness and smoothness of the gold shell. Usually, the thickness of the gold shell is controlled by the ratio of magnetic core to gold precursor, or ratio of gold precursor to reducing agent. However, to obtain optimum ratios, extensive experimental development is required. With the seed mediated growth and silica methods, it is difficult to obtain a smooth gold surface. One alternative to achieve smooth gold shells is by creating a gap between the magnetic core and shell as proposed by Gao and co-workers. The gap can be created using different polymeric compounds.

Another challenge is to characterize the Au@MNPs morphologically. As the particles are magnetic at room temperature, they tend to aggregate during the drying stages of sample preparation. Due to this aggregation the images obtained by
techniques such as transmission and scanning electron microscopy can be unclear.

3. Surface modification of Au@MNP s

So why is the surface modification of Au@MNP s so important for their use in analytical chemistry and biomedicine? The ability to modify the nanoparticles surface in a controllable manner on a molecular level is necessary to impart specificity, sensitivity and biological compatibility to Au@MNP s. An example of the importance of this is in the development of biosensors where the Au@MNP s can be used as active elements. A biosensor is comprised of a signal transducer with an immobilized biological molecule, which gives the biosensor selectivity to the target analyte, and the transducer measures the extent of the reaction between biorecognition molecule and analyte. Functional molecules often do not bind selectively with gold and hence require linkers, which serve as bridges for the attachment of the functional molecules to the Au@MNP s. The molecular level modification of gold based nanomaterials by using self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) or complex molecular assemblies have been considerably investigated since the work firstly reported by Nuzzo and Whitesides on the formation of SAMs on planar gold. A variety of functional molecular linkers can be employed to modify the surface of nanoparticles such as aryl diazonium salts and alkanethiols. Wang et al., demonstrated the ability to control the surface and interparticle spatial properties of Au@MNP s by modifying them with 1,9-nonanedithiol and mercaptoundecanoic acid. They explored the ligand-exchange reactivity at the gold shell surface and formed a thin film assembly of the Au@MNP s. Initially, the Au@MNP s had an oleylamine capping, which was replaced by a thiolate–oleylamine exchange reaction. This was proceed by cross-linking, either via alkyl chains when using diethiols as a linker, or via hydrogen bonding if using a carboxylic acid functionalized thiol as a linker, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

The functionalization of Au@MNP s is also important for preventing adsorption of fouling species. This is particularly critical for biological applications where the Au@MNP s will be placed in complex matrices, the Au@MNP s must ideally resist surface fouling and/or signal interfering molecules which can influence the analytical performance. Additionally, as the Au@MNP s can aggregate due to attractive magnetic forces between nanoparticles; the surface modification is crucial to enhance nanoparticle stability by affecting the electrostatic charge on their surface. Previously it has been shown in our group that SAMs formed by molecules such as 3-mercaptopropionic acid and thiocholine on Au@MNP s can reduce the aggregation process of nanoparticles. In this study, these thiolated compounds have also shown to be effective for tailoring the nanoparticle surface charge as a result of the interactions of the different functional moieties with H\(^+\) and OH\(^-\).

4. Applications

Au@MNP s have potential in many applications ranging from electrochemical biosensing, to medical imaging and therapies. The following section will review some of the more prominent research.

4.1. Au@MNP s incorporated electrochemical sensors

Due to the conductivity of gold, the growth of an Au shell around a magnetic core provides a practical approach for the electrochemical addressability of magnetic nanoparticles. Different strategies have been applied for integrating Au@MNP s into electrochemical sensors, which are categorized in the following sub-sections.

4.1.1. Au@MNP s based electrochemical biosensors with a fixed position sensing interface. A number of Au@MNP s based electrochemical biosensors have been reported where the magnetic properties were used only to aid in the construction of the sensing interface. This involves immobilising Au@MNP s on a bulk electrode, using a magnetic field, before exposure to the analyte. This makes the position of the sensing interface fixed in space.

As an example, Pham and Sim presented an electrochemical impedance immunosensor for detecting the interaction between human immunoglobulin (IgG) and protein A from Staphylococcus aureus based on the immobilization of human IgG on the surface of Au@MNP s. To immobilize human IgG onto the Au@MNP s, Au@MNP s were modified with a self-assembled monolayer of 11-mercaptopoundecanoic acid. This was followed by attaching modified Au@MNP s to the surface of a modified magnetic carbon paste electrode using a magnetic force. The surface was dried, washed with PBS to remove any unbound nanoparticles before being incubated with protein A and before the electrochemical measurement. This immunosensor was able to detect the minimum concentration of the target analyte as low as 20 nM.

In another study by Yang and colleagues, a H\(_2\)O\(_2\) biosensor based on Au@MNP s was developed. Here, Au@MNP s coated with Horseradish peroxidase were adsorbed on a printed electrode modified with graphene sheets-Nafion using an external magnetic field. This electrochemical biosensor showed a detection limit of 12 mM to H\(_2\)O\(_2\). Pundir and colleagues also reported two separate biosensors based on an Au@MNP s modified electrode for detecting sulphite and glutathione. To detect sulfite, sulfite oxidase was immobilized onto carboxylated Au@MNP s. This was
followed by electrodeposition of Au@MNPs onto the surface of a gold electrode through N-ethyl-N’-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide and N-hydroxysuccinimide chemistry. To detect glutathione, using a similar principle, chitosan was immobilized onto the surface of Au@MNPs to introduce amino groups. Next, electrodeposition of Au@MNPs onto the surface of a Pt electrode was followed by covalent attachment of glutathione oxidase onto the surface of Au@MNPs modified Pt electrode. The sulfite and glutathione biosensor presented a detection limit of 0.15 μM and 0.1 μM, respectively.

Despite the sensitivity of these approaches for their target analyte, the detection limit achieved by these methods is limited to a range between mM to nM. Having a fixed position for the sensing interface leads to limited sensitivity of these strategies due to the mass transfer limitation at low analyte concentration. This is basically because the flux of material that will be brought to the sensing surface depends on the rate of diffusion, and the time taken for a species to diffuse through a volume has a squared dependency on the thickness of that volume. Hence for a 1 μM solution, even diffusing to 1 nm spacing from a 50 nL solution, the time to detect all molecules in that volume would be approximately 10 hours.

4.1.2. Au@MNPs as dispersible nanoelectrodes. As a solution for the challenge of limited mass transfer rates at the nanoscale, Gooding and co-workers have proposed the concept of using Au@MNPs as “dispersive electrodes”. Here, Au@MNPs are dispersed into a solution where they bind to a desired analyte before a magnetic field is applied to direct the nanoparticles to a conducting surface to detect the analyte (Fig. 6).

The concept of dispersible electrodes was first tested for the detection of Cu²⁺ by employing the tri-peptide ligand glycine-histidine (GlyGlyHis) (Fig. 6c). A detection limit of 2 pM (0.13 ppt) was achieved, which represents a more than 1000-fold decrease in the lowest detection limit relative to a planar GlyGlyHis modified gold electrode. The reason the detection limit is significantly lower than the planar electrodes for the same affinity ligand is because virtually all the analyte is collected and detected. This was demonstrated by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) where the amount of Cu²⁺ left in a 1 ppb solution after incubation in Au@MNPs-GGH nanoparticles was below the 0.1 ppb detection limit of the ICP-MS. The Au@MNPs current response was reported to reach a stable value after approximately 5 minutes incubation. In contrast, for planar electrodes incubated in 50 nM Cu²⁺ (50 times higher than for the Au@MNPs-GGH nanoparticles), the current response was still increasing after 20 minutes.

The application of dispersible electrodes for the detection of prostate-specific antigen (PSA), as a non-electroactive species, was also explored. The lowest detected PSA concentration was found to be 100 fg mL⁻¹, which is three orders of magnitude lower than the pg mL⁻¹ detection limits for planar electrodes. The incubation time required to achieve a steady response for 5 pg mL⁻¹ of PSA was reported only 1 hour as compared with 4 hours for the assay required for the flat surfaces.

Following these studies, and based on a similar concept, Rodriguez and colleagues also reported an Au@MNPs based disposable magnetic biosensor for detection of DNA hybridization. An enzymatic amplification approach was utilized for the detection of hybridization in this case. To do this, a thiolated 19-mer capture probe was attached to Au@MNPs and hybridized with a biotinylated target followed by attachment of streptavidin peroxidase to the biotinylated target. The resulting modified Au@MNPs were collected using a magnetic field on the surface of carbon screen printed electrodes, where electrochemical measurements were performed using hydroquinone as mediator. A detection limit of 31 pM for target DNA has been reported using this method.

4.1.3. Biochemiresistor. Using the Au@MNP sensing system, Gooding and co-workers described a new class of biosensor, referred to as biochemiresistor, which is made possible by the ability to magnetically assemble the nanoparticles, when desired, as a film across two electrodes. The biochemiresistor is a variant of the solution phase chemiresistor, but where changes in resistance across a nanoparticle film are measured as a consequence of changes in the amount of biological molecules that bind to the nanoparticles. The Gooding group demonstrated the principle through the detection of small organic molecules. Au@MNPs were modified with an epitope of the small organic molecule, the veterinary drug enrofloxacin, plus an antibody that binds selectively to this epitope (Fig. 7). These biosensing Au@MNPs were dispersed into a sample containing the analyte enrofloxacin. Competition for the surface bound antibodies results in some antibodies detaching from the nanoparticle surface. Upon magnetic assembly between two interdigitated electrodes a dramatic decrease in resistance is measured compared to when no enrofloxacin is in the solution. The lower resistance is simply a consequence of the Au@MNPs having fewer proteins bound which serve as a resistive barrier to charge percolating across the nanoparticle film.
4.2. Au@MNPs incorporated optical sensors

The growth of an Au shell around a magnetic nanoparticle provides a plasmon resonant optical response. The resonant frequency is determined by geometry, dielectric properties of the nanoparticle core, and surrounding medium of the nanoparticle.89

Optical addressability of Au@MNPs has recently started to be explored using techniques such as plasmonic and surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy.90

An increase in the thickness of the Au shell has been shown to cause a shift in the position of the plasmon peak to longer wavelengths, which is attributed to the large dielectric permittivity of the core (Fig. 8). In this study, the effects of the various core shapes fabricated on the plasmonic properties of Wüstite Au@MNPs was also investigated using the finite-difference time-domain method.91 The dipolar resonances for the nanoparticles with cubic and concave cubic cores were found slightly red-shifted compared to nanoshells with a spherical core. For a cubic core, and more strongly for a concave cubic core, an additional quadrupolar plasmon resonance was observed. The differences in the optical properties of Au@MNPs introduced by a nonspherical core were attributed to the reduction of symmetry introduced by the variations in core geometries. This study clearly highlighted the potential of varying the Au shell thickness as well as core shape for tuning the plasmonic properties of Au@MNPs.89,91 Since Au@MNPs nanostructures can assemble under an applied magnetic field, assembly of the Au@MNPs into arrays could be utilized for the development of photonic–magnetic nanodevices in future. Analytical applications involving the optical properties of these materials are just beginning to emerge.

4.2.1. Au@MNPs incorporated surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) sensors

The methodology that has been most extensively developed and refined for the control of nanoparticle aggregation in SERS biosensor applications is based on magnetic capture.92 The fundamental design of SERS immunoassays based on magnetic capture conforms to the two different particles, where an antigen is captured using antibody-functionalized capture MNP and reporter gold nanoparticle reagents. An alternative approach is a single particle assay based on Au@MNPs, where both plasmonic and magnetic properties are combined. Au@MNPs also afford the opportunity of improved SERS detection sensitivity by increasing the effective concentration of both hot spots and reporter within the fixed focus beam of a laser following magnetic pull-down. A critical determinant of detection sensitivity using the single particle assay is the optimization of the plasmonic properties of the Au shell, which mostly depends on the thickness.

Pereira and co-workers reported the SERS performance of star shaped Au@MNPs for the detection of Astra Blue, a Cu phthalocyanine derivative and IR Raman probe.93 The detection limit of Astra Blue was found to be 0.01 mM in solution. To improve the detection signal, Au@MNPs were concentrated by means of a strong permanent magnet. Strong signals were only collected from regions with aggregated nanoparticles, whereas
nearly no contribution to the SERS signal is observed from areas between nanoparticles arrays. The observation of the controlled creation of hot-spots induced by magnetic forces presents an interesting application for SERS biodetection using Au@MNPs.

In another study using Au@MNPs, the ability to control the formation of stable small clustering sizes of Au@MNPs was shown to enhance SERS intensities for samples in solution as compared with samples on solid substrates. This observation is attributed to the inter-particle distance dependence of ‘hot-spot’ SERS sites.

4.3. Bio-separation

Au@MNPs have been shown to be useful for separating proteins simply with the assistance of an external magnetic field, while preserving the catalytic activity of the protein after being separated.

In a study performed by Lim and co-workers, decanethiol capped Au@MNPs were first converted to water-soluble particles by a ligand exchange reaction with 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid. The 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid-capped Au@MNPs in water underwent a further exchange reaction with a protein-coupling agent, dithiobis (succinimidyl propionate) to which antibodies were then immobilized onto the resulting nanoparticles. The anti-rabbit IgG-immobilized Au@MNPs were then reacted with Au nanoparticles capped with both protein A and a Raman label for SERS analysis. Results from control experiments were included for comparison, in which the Au particles capped with bovine serum albumin were used to replace the Au nanoparticles capped with protein A while maintaining the rest of the conditions. The specific reactivity between Au@MNPs capped with anti-rabbit IgG and Au nanoparticles capped with protein A was shown by a gradual decrease of the surface plasmon resonance band and its expansion in the longer-wavelength region. This finding was in contrast to the lack of any change in the surface plasmon band for the reaction between Au@MNPs capped with anti-rabbit IgG and Au nanoparticles capped with bovine serum albumin. Comparing the results of this method with those from a Bradford protein assay and sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, suggested that immobilization of proteins on Au@MNPs and the subsequent recognition of the targeted proteins provides a better means for the separation of proteins via application of a magnetic field. This suggests the viability of exploiting the Au@MNPs for magnetic bioseparation.

The selective capture of histidine-tagged maltose-binding protein from a crude extract is also reported using star-shaped Au@MNPs. Recovery of the protein by this method was assessed by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and Coomassie blue staining. No protein was detected in the intermediate washings with buffer or in the control sample magnetically separated with non-functionalized Au@MNPs, confirming the specificity of the method.

Considering the versatility of the surface modification of gold, Au@MNPs clearly have shown the potential for being used in concentrating a specific analyte from dilute solutions, simply using a magnet placed at the bottom of the container and removing the required volume of excess solvent at the top, allowing for the capture and detection of trace biomolecules.

4.4. Biomedical applications

MNPs have been used in the clinical environment for many years due to their good magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) properties and biocompatibility. Recently, interest has grown in combining Au@MNPs nanoparticles with other non-toxic materials to allow for one agent to be utilised in several applications. Here, the importance of Au@MNPs in three of the major clinical fields will be discussed.

4.4.1. Imaging. Medical imaging techniques allow us to look inside the human body and detect diseased tissue without the need of surgery. In many ways imaging agents can simply be thought of as in vivo diagnostics or sensors in comparison to the in vitro sensing methods discussed above. One of the great advantages of imaging technologies is that these technologies are now routinely used in the hospital and biomedical sectors. One routinely used technique is MRI in which magnetic fields are used to detect water molecules in different tissue environments. Iron oxide based contrast agents have been commonplace in the clinical environment in the past, and are primarily used for $T_1$-weighted MR applications. For example ferumoxsil is an oral MNP suspension administered for the imaging of the bowel. Research focussing on improving the contrast enhancement potential of these nanomaterials is an ongoing process. One route is to synthesis iron nanoparticles which have a higher magnetisation but the additional complications of air sensitivity hinder their development. To overcome this obstacle, one approach is to coat the nanoparticles with an inert and biocompatible material such as gold. Previous work involving a comparative study between synthesised Au@MNPs and Feridex, a commercially available dextran-MNP suspension, revealed similar $r_2$ relaxivity values confirming that the gold shell has no detrimental effect on the internal magnetic properties of the core. In addition, improvements in biodistribution and tumour uptake of the nanoparticles via the enhanced permeability effect were achieved as illustrated in Fig. 9 due to biocompatibility, appropriate size and long blood circulation time of Au@MNPs. Cho et al. applied this scheme to Au@MNPs resulting in particles exhibiting a significantly low $r_2/r_1$ value, demonstrating potential for use as positive MR contrast agents whilst facilitating simple surface modification capabilities.

Other research in this field concentrates on the combination of various modalities allowing for both anatomical and physiological information to be obtained simultaneously about a region of interest. This not only reduces the overall scanning time, but also allows for more accurate superimposition of images due to the lack of temporal changes and other factors such as the involuntary movement of internal organs. Magnetic resonance-computed tomography, magnetic resonance-ultrasound imaging, and magnetic resonance-photoacoustic imaging are three such combinations requiring magnetic and plasmonic imaging probes.

As previously mentioned, MRI involves the use of a magnetic field, computed tomography however relies on the attenuation
of X-rays. A combination of these modalities allows for the acquisition of anatomical information of soft and hard tissues simultaneously, generating images with high resolution, hence providing more detailed biological information.

A third technique yielding functional information is ultrasound imaging, whereby an area is flooded by sound waves producing an echo through which molecular data is obtained. Carril et al. designed a MRI-computed tomography-ultrasound imaging trimodal probe based on 6.1 nm Au@MNPs with a sugar-coating. The study revealed that the gold coating enhances computed tomography contrast when irradiated with X-rays in comparison to bare iron oxide cores. The Au@MNPs were also suitable for T2-weighted MR imaging and allowed for the possibility of imaging extravascular regions using ultrasound, which is not achievable with the microbubbles currently in clinical use.

A further technique is photoacoustic imaging where contrast is dependent on the absorption of light, and particular cellular mechanisms can be studied with the aid of contrast agents. Ma et al. formulated Au@MNPs with nanoroses shape. The synthesised structures were found to possess a high $r_2$ relaxivity of 219 mM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ resulting in a significant increase in the darkening of images in comparison to Feridex. Furthermore, in vitro cell experiments revealed enhanced near-infrared absorbance with an increasing concentration of nanoparticles, suggesting the applicability of these particles in photoacoustic imaging.

The thin gold coating and the porosity of the Au@MNPs assisted high near-infrared absorbance as a result of collective responses of the electrons and reduced symmetry of the interactions between plasmon modes.

The above cases demonstrate the potential of these materials to be used as a diagnostic tool, however using these nanoparticles as a therapeutic agent simultaneously has added benefits to patients. The next section describes how Au@MNPs have the capacity to aid in the treatment of disease, such as carcinoma.

4.4.2. Hyperthermia. A second notable area of research has focused on the use of these materials as hyperthermia agents. This thermal treatment works on the basic principle of selectively damaging cancerous cells through heating, leaving healthy tissues intact due to their tolerance of higher temperatures because of differences in metabolism. This temperature increase can be generated either by an alternating magnetic field using magnetically active materials, or by way of laser excitation of plasmonic nanoparticles.

Several studies have been conducted in recent years exploiting the multiple functionality of hybrid nanomaterials. For example, Hoskins et al. demonstrated the in vitro effectiveness of Au@MNPs as hyperthermia agents in a study focused on A375M human melanoma cells. Experiments using agar were performed whereby Au@MNPs were irradiated with a 532 nm laser, resulting in a temperature increase of 32 °C which was restricted to the accumulation site. The investigation also emphasised the considerations needed regarding temperature recovery time of cells and nanoparticle dosage amounts.

A further study supporting these findings was performed by Sotiriou et al. who developed nanoaggregates consisting of SiO$_2$-coated Fe$_3$O$_4$ and Au nanoparticles resulting in a nanoprobe with MR imaging, magnetic targeting, and photothermal capabilities. The superparamagnetism of the hybrid nanoparticles facilitated the placement and manipulation of the probes, while the Au when irradiated at an appropriate wavelength, allowed the conversion of light into heat killing the cancer cells. The tumour ablation ability of these particles was examined in vitro using a human breast cancer cell line (MDA-MB-231), revealing a temperature increase of approximately 50 °C subsequently killing all cells present, see Fig. 11b.

The future of hyperthermic materials for use as a remedy will most likely be in combination with currently available therapeutic treatments, such as chemotherapy and radiotherapy. The following section will outline studies assessing this hypothesis.
4.4.3. Targeting/drug delivery. Bhana et al. recently demonstrated the potential of magnetic-gold nanomaterials in magnetically guided hyperthermic drug delivery applications. Initially, iron oxide nano-clusters were synthesised and coated with gold. A photosensitising agent was then encapsulated in a surrounding polyethylene glycol shell. In vitro analysis on the resulting Au@MNPs revealed a decrease in cancer cell viability following a combined treatment of photothermal and photodynamic therapy when compared to cells treated with each individual modality only. In addition, magnetic targeting was demonstrated for an increased cellular uptake compared to biomolecular targeting alone.

A second attractive target which may benefit from combined chemo-photothermal therapy is rheumatoid arthritis. Current methods of treating this inflammatory disease are primarily based on disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs, however there are associated side effects, including liver toxicity, that occur as a result of long term use. Currently, the most widely available disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs is methotrexate. Attention devoted to the biocompatibility for synthesis and coating process of Au@MNPs is critically important for Au@MNPs to be used in vivo biomedical applications to ensure their safe clinical use of is still limited.

5. Cytotoxicity

The basic criteria for clinical application of nanomaterials are safety and good biocompatibility. Having a low cytotoxicity, is critically important for Au@MNPs to be used in vivo. While a considerable number of studies have been done on the synthesis and coating process of Au@MNPs, attention devoted to the biocompatibility for in vivo biomedical applications to ensure their safe clinical use of is still limited.

Chao and co-workers demonstrated that Au@MNPs are capable of loading and releasing the anticancer drug doxorubicin (Dox) as well as its targeting to tumor site. The cytotoxicities of Au@MNPs and Au@MNPs loaded with Dox (Dox–Au@MNPs) combined with an external magnetic field were tested in vitro on HepG2 malignant tumor cells. The results showed that cell viability remained above 92% when using Au@MNPs at a concentration as high as 2.0 mg mL⁻¹, suggesting good biocompatibility of the Au@MNPs. This is while super paramagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles have been found in tests to cause a 60% loss of cell viability at the concentration tested of 2.0 mg mL⁻¹. This suggests that Au@MNPs have better biocompatibility and have lower cytotoxicity compared to iron oxide MNPs, probably due to the Au component. The IC50 (0.731 g mL⁻¹) of the Dox–Au@MNPs group was higher than that (0.522 g mL⁻¹) of the
Dox group ($P < 0.05$). However, the Dox–Au@MNPs group combined with a magnetic field had an obviously increased inhibition rate for the HepG2 cell line and the $IC_{50}$ was lower than that of the Dox group (0.421 g mL$^{-1}$). These results indicated that Au@MNPs loaded with doxorubicin combined with a permanent magnetic field are more cytotoxic and could be a potential targeted drug delivery system.

6. Conclusions and future perspective

The application of Au@MNPs for analytical chemistry and biomedicine has seen some successful examples. These elegant examples are the outcomes of the progress made in synthesis and characterization of Au@MNPs with appropriate functional groups. From the perspective of electrochemical and optical sensing, the ability to use the Au@MNPs as active elements allows the concentration, separation and capture of analytes enhancing the analytical detection. By using Au@MNPs incorporated in electrochemical sensors it is possible to detect a number of analytes of biological and environmental interest. Over the last few years, besides using Au@MNPs in conventional configurations, new concepts of electrochemical sensors using Au@MNPs have been reported, including disposable electrodes and the biochimiresistor. The ‘dispersive electrodes’ concept has shown excellent performance with extremely low detection limits towards different analytes, such as copper and prostate-specific antigen. The ability of varying the Au shell thickness as well as core shape during the synthesis allows the tuning of the plasmonic properties of Au@MNPs making possible the development of optical sensors.

So where will research using Au@MNPs for different applications go in the future? It gives the impression likely their popularity will only grow. What has been achieved so far in the synthesis of Au@MNPs clearly demonstrates that novel sensing concepts and other nano-devices will certainly play a dominant role in the future. However, there is still considerable work to be performed in terms of optimizing the synthetic routes to obtain better and robust Au@MNPs. With regards to using Au@MNPs in biomedical applications, Au@MNPs presents enormous potential to be used as a diagnostic and therapeutic tool. However, to date most research stands on proof-of-concept stage and detailed preclinical studies need to be undertaken.
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